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Abstract

We introduce SPREAD - a new architecture for distributing andmaintaining up-to-date Web content that si-
multaneously employs three different mechanisms: client validation, server invalidation, and replication. Prox-
ies within SPREAD self-configure themselves to form scalabledistribution hierarchies that connect the origin
servers of content providers to clients. Each proxy autonomously decides on the best mechanism based on the
object’s popularity and modification rates. Requests and subscriptions propagate from edge proxies to the origin
server through a chain of intermediate proxies. Invalidations and replications travel in the opposite direction.
SPREAD’s network of proxies automatically reconfigure when proxies go down or come up, or when new ones
are added. The ability to spontaneously form hierarchies isbased on a modified Transparent Proxying mech-
anism, calledTranslucentProxying, that sanitizes Transparent Proxying. It allows proxies to be placed in an
ad-hoc fashion anywhere in the network - not just atfocal points within the network that are guaranteed to see
all the packets of a TCP connection. In this paper we (1) describethe architecture of SPREAD, (2) discuss how
proxies determine which mechanism to use based on local observations, and (3) use a trace-driven simulation
to test SPREAD’s behavior in a realistic setting

Keywords: WWW, Scalable Content Distribution, Consistency

1 Introduction

Due to the explosive growth of the World Wide Web, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) throughout the world are
installing Proxy caches to reduce user perceived latency aswell as bandwidth consumption. Such Proxy caches are
under the control of the ISP, and usually cache content for its client community, irrespective of the origin server.
These Proxy caches are often calledForwardProxy caches to distinguish them fromReverseProxy caches, which
we discuss next.

More recently, several vendors, such as Akamai [1] and Sandpiper [17] have begun offering Proxy-based solutions
to Content Providers, as opposed to ISPs. The business modelhere is that improving a user’s browsing experience,
is not only in the ISP’s interest, but in the Content Provider’s interest as well. This is becoming increasingly
important, as the number of Content Providers multiply and compete for the attention of end users. Proxy caches
used in such a scenario are often calledReverseProxy caches, to underline the fact that they are controlledby and
represent the interests of the Content Provider (or its agent). Reverse Proxy caches serve content on behalf of the
Content Provider, usually to any arbitrary client on the Internet.

In the rest of the paper we use the term Proxy, Cache, and ProxyCache interchangeably, since the Proxying and
Caching functions are co-located in a single entity.

SPREAD can be realized in both the forward proxying and reverse proxying contexts. In this paper we consider
the forward proxying context. Applying SPREAD in a reverse proxying context would need minor alterations,�During the period of this work, he was at AT&T research labs asan intern.
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which we point out at various points in the paper.

1.1 Object Consistency

One of the tenets of SPREAD is that the system providesstrongobject consistency. This means that content
served is always fresh. Technically it is impossible to guaranteeabsolutefreshness, since there is a non-zero delay
between the time a proxy cache receives an object from an origin server, and the instant it serves it to a client. The
termstrongis used to distinguish it fromweakschemes, which improve consistency but do not provide guarantees.
We believe strong consistency is imperative, especially now that people have begun to rely on the Web in timely
information for conducting business, and because an increasing number of sites have begun to offer time-sensitive
information.

Forward proxies have been known to be notoriously sloppy in this area. While mechanisms exist within the
HTTP protocol for maintaining cache consistency, in practice, forward Proxy caches administered by ISPs, use
their own time-to-live (TTL) heuristics [8], [22] that are engineered in a rather arbitrary fashion. Historically,
part of the effect (or some say the cause) has been that Content Providers often misuse or abuse features of the
HTTP protocol, using techniques such ascache-busting. Regardless of how one sees this tension between ISPs
and Content Providers, we believe that adhering to strong consistency mechanisms in accordance with the HTTP
guidelines is important. This is a fundamental design guideline in SPREAD.

SPREAD uses three primary mechanisms to achieve strong consistency:� Client Validation(V): In this mechanism, for every client request that a proxy receives the proxy always
checks back with the origin server to see if the object copy isfresh. This is typically accomplished by an
If-Modified-Since (IMS)HTTP Request. If the origin server finds the object in the proxy fresh, the proxy
cache will respond to the client with its cached copy. If the object has expired, the client will receive the
master object from the origin server and the cache will keep an object copy. The only exception to this rule
is if the object has been explicitly marked as cacheable, anda Max-age, Expires, or an equivalent piece of
metadata has been set to a value by the origin server that indicates a non-zero time-to-live (TTL). In such a
situation the proxy will not need check back with the server to validate the cached copy of the object for the
stipulated TTL.� Server Invalidation(I): With invalidation, a proxy cache first subscribes to an invalidation service for that
object (or range of objects) with the origin server, or an agent for the origin server that is responsible for
signaling the expire of the object. In this case, the proxy cache assumes that the object is fresh unless an
invalidation message from the origin server is received by the proxy to explicitly expire the object. Using
invalidation, the first client request after the object is invalidated experiences high latency since the object
needs to be retrieved from the origin server.� Replication(R): With replication, updated versions of the object are explicitly pre-loaded in the proxy cache
by usingpush, or equivalently apseudo-pushthat can be implemented with a periodic-pull. As with in-
validation, a proxy cache must express interest in the object (or a range of objects) a-priori, by subscribing
to the replication service. Using replication, clients always experience very small latencies, however, the
bandwidth consumed can be wasteful in cases where there are more updates than requests.

To save on bandwidth, instead of sending the entire object, one may send just thediff, or some encoded form of the
changebetween the old and new versions. This may be applied to all ofthe above mechanisms. The results of this
paper remain valid under such a scenario as well.

1.2 Our Approach

A novel feature of SPREAD is that its proxiesdynamicallychoose between client invalidation, server invalidation,
and replication, on a per-object basis. This is discussed indetail in Section 4. Earlier studies [23], [9] have an-
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alyzed the benefits of server invalidation versus client validation, but their comparisons were in a context where
strong cache consistency was not imperative. More importantly, their evaluation had been focused on assessing
stale hit-rate using trace-driven simulations at amacroscopiclevel. In our work, we evaluate the competing mech-
anisms to keep strong consistency from a more fundamental perspective, analyzing the problem at the level of
individual reads and writes of each object, which we believeyields substantial insight. The authors of [13] pro-
pose unicast invalidations instead of adaptive time-to-live mechanisms to keep strong consistency, however, using
unicast communication from the server to the clients makes their approach non-scalable. The authors of [24] study
the efficacy of server invalidations using a scalable distribution infrastructure, and provide several insights into the
general problem of cache consistency. Our work advances thestate-of-the-art beyond [24] in three major respects.
First, proxies in our systemdynamicallychoose the consistency mechanism based on their own observation of the
request rates and update rates of objects. Prior knowledge of these statistics is not assumed. Second, our analytic
results, help us define the thresholds of the optimal controlpolicy at which proxy caches switch from one mech-
anism to another, which in turn helps us in building a smarteroverall system. A third novel feature of SPREAD
is its ability to spontaneously build content distributionhierarchies, without prior knowledge of the existence of
other proxies. If a proxy lies along the natural path from an edge proxy to the origin server, it intercepts com-
munication between them. Communication includes Web requests, as well as subscriptions for invalidation and
replication. Such incremental actions by intermediate proxies builds sophisticated multi-level hierarchies rootedat
origin servers. The interception is at the TCP layer. While the possibilityof using Layer-4 transparent proxying for
building hierarchies has been considered in [12], the scopeof such an architecture is limited because of the problem
that all packets of a TCP connection may not always follow thesame path. If a transparent proxy intercepting a
connection is unable to see all the packets of the connection, it cannot sanely proxy the TCP connection, which is
a well known limitation [5]. A partial solution is to deploy transparent proxies atfocal pointswithin the network,
which are guaranteed to see all packets of a connection. Thismakes the ad-hoc placement of proxies infeasible.
SPREAD solves this problem by using what we callTranslucentproxying, which guarantees that a proxy that sees
the SYN of a TCP connection, will see all subsequent packets as well. This is accomplished by a novel use of IP
tunneling and TCP-OPTIONS which we will discuss later.

2 SPREAD Architecture

The SPREAD architecture is based on a scalable content distribution network that spontaneously builds proxy
caching hierarchies. In SPREAD, edge proxies connect to servers using a chain of proxies which are on the natural
path from the edge proxy to the origin server (see Figure 1). Any given edge proxy may be a part of multiple proxy
caching hierarchies rooted at different origin servers. Inthis section we discuss the basic principles that enable
this. Unless otherwise mentioned, we assume a forward proxying scenario.

It is important to note that SPREAD is not concerned with how clients reach edge proxies. This is considered
orthogonal to SPREAD. While this is indeed a non-issue in thecase of forward proxies (which typically have a
fixed or long-term mapping of clients to edge proxies), the reverse proxy scenario is trickier. With the advent of
dynamic DNS tricks, the mapping of clients to edge proxies can be more fluid.

2.1 Spontaneous Hierarchies

A proxy caching hierarchy acts as anapplication-level multicastdistribution tree [20], reducing the bandwidth
usage in the network, the load at origin servers, and also reducing client latency. In the absence of a proxy caching
hierarchy, origin servers need to directly communicate with all edge proxies, creating a huge burden on the origin
server and the network. Using reliable multicast between the origin server and edge proxies would require an
infeasible large number of multicast groups, and in addition reliable multicast is not yet available everywhere and
has unresolved congestion control problems.

Proxy caching hierarchies already exist in the current Internet [2]. However, current hierarchies are static and
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Figure 1: SPREAD Architecture

require substantial manual configuration and maintenance.To generate caching hierarchies that automatically con-
figure themselves and forward packets to the origin servers through the shortest path routes, a routing architecture
at the application level can also be implemented. Caches would then exchange application-level costs and calculate
the best path to every origin server [15]. However, buildingan application level routing infrastructure is non-trivial,
since route changes in the underlying network layer, will impact application-level routing. In contrast, SPREAD
uses network layer routing and transparent proxies to buildits proxy caching hierarchies. Requests travel from the
clients to the origin servers following the shortest network path, and intermediate transparent proxies automatically
pick up the connections for Web traffic (port 80). A transparent proxy that picks up a connection directly satisfies
the document request if the document is stored in its cache, or lets the request travel towards the origin server if
the document is not stored in its cache. As the request travels towards the origin server, the document request may
be intercepted again by other transparent proxies, automatically forming a caching hierarchy. Changes in routes
will create new hierarchies spontaneously, which will obeynetwork level routing. No extra signaling is required
to maintain the hierarchy.

Naively building a hierarchy using transparent proxies is elegant, but has a serious problem. Since routing in an IP
network can lead to situations where multiple paths from client to server may have the lowest cost, it can happen
that packets of a connection follow multiple paths. In such asituation, a transparent proxy may see only a fraction
of packets of the connection. Occasionally it is also possible that routes change mid-way through a TCP connection,
due to routing updates in the underlying IP network. This problem limits the scope, requiring transparent proxies
to be deployed exclusively at the edges orfocalpoints within the network where they are guaranteed to see all the
packets of the connection. SPREAD addresses this limitation by using Translucent Proxying, which allows the
placement of Proxiesanywherein the network.
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2.2 Translucent Proxying

Translucent Proxying Of TCP (TPOT) is a more sophisticated transparent proxying mechanism that allows proxies
to be cascaded and networked together transparently, eliminating split TCP flows. Figure 2(a) provides a high
level overview of the problem of split TCP flows and how Translucent Proxying solves the problem. When an edge
proxy intends to connect with an origin server as shown in Figure 2(b), it issues a SYN packet, which reaches the
intermediate proxy on the left. If the next packet of the TCP connection should be routed towards the proxy on the
right, we have a situation where the proxy on the left cannot properly proxy the TCP connection. In Translucent
Proxying, the proxy on the left sends back in the ACK, a signalto the edge proxy providing its IP address. The
edge proxy will then use the IP address, totunnelall remaining packets via the proxy on the left.

(a) Without Translucent Proxying. (b) With Translucent Proxying.

Figure 2: Translucent Proxying solves the Split Flow problem using IP Tunneling.

Before describing the TPOT protocol, we provide a brief background of TCP/IP, which will help in better under-
standing TPOT.

Each IP packet typically contains an IP header, and a TCP segment. The IP header contains the packet’s source
and destination IP address. The TCP segment itself containsa TCP header. The TCP header contains the source
port and the destination port that the packet is intended for. This 4-tuple of the IP addresses and port numbers of
the source and destination uniquely identify the TCP connection that the packet belongs to. In addition, the TCP
header contains a flag that indicates whether it is a SYN packet, and also an ACK flag and sequence number that
acknowledges the receipt of data from its peer. Finally, a TCP header might also contain TCP-OPTIONs that can
be used for custom signaling.

In addition to the above basic format of an IP packet, an IP packet can also be encapsulated in another IP packet. At
the source, this involves prefixing an IP header with the IP address of an intermediate tunnel point on an IP packet.
On reaching the intermediate tunnel point, the IP header of the intermediary is stripped off. The (remaining) IP
packet is then processed as usual.

We now describe the TPOT protocol. Consider a sourceS that intends to connect with destinationD via TCP, as
shown in Figure 3. Assume that the first (SYN) packet sent out by S toD reaches the intermediary TPOT proxyT . (S,Sp,D,Dp) is the notation that we use to describe a packet that is headed fromS toD, and hasSp andDp as
the source and destination ports respectively.

To co-exist peacefully with other end-points that do not wish to talk TPOT, we use a special TCP-OPTION “TPOT,”
that a source uses to explicitly indicate to TPOT proxies within the network, such asT , that they are interested in
using the TPOT mechanism. IfT does not see this option, it will take no action, and simply forwards the packet on
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Destination: (D, D_p)Intermediary: (T, T_p)Source: (S, S_p)

DATA: (T,T_p,D,D_p)

SYN-ACK: (D,D_p,T,T_p)

tcp-option: TPOT
SYN: (T,T_p,D,D_p)

SYN-ACK: (D,D_p,S,S_p)

ip-tunneled via T
DATA: (S,S_p,D,D_p)

tcp-option: TPOT
SYN: (S,S_p,D,D_p)

tcp-option: T

Figure 3: The Translucent Proxying Protocol

toD on its fast-path. IfT sees a SYN packet that has the TCP-OPTION “TPOT” set, it responds toS with a SYN-
ACK that encodes its own IP addressT in the TCP-OPTION field. On receiving this packet,S must then send
the remaining packets of that TCP connection, IP tunneled toT . From an implementation standpoint this would
imply adding another 20 byte IP header withT ’s IP address as destination address to all packets thatS sends out
for that TCP connection. Since this additional header is removed on the next TPOT proxy, the total overhead is
limited to 20 bytes regardless of the number of TPOT proxies intercepting the connection from the source to the
final destination. This overhead can be further reduced by IPheader compression [14] [10].

In SPREAD we use TPOT both for regular HTTP Requests as well asfor subscriptions and unsubscriptions.
Consider the case of a regular HTTP Request. For a cache hit,T is able to satisfy a request fromS, and the
response is simply served from one or more caches attached toT . In the case of a cache miss,T communicates
with the destinationD as shown in Figure 3. Note that the proxyT sets the TCP-OPTION “TPOT” in its SYN toD to allow possibly another TPOT proxy along the way to again proxy the connection. In Figure 3 we do not show
such a scenario.

A more comprehensive description of the TPOT protocol, its variants, scalability and performance issues, as well
as a prototype implementation may be found in [21].

3 Automated Content Distribution

In this section we describe basic content distribution in SPREAD. Edge proxies request objects from origin servers
and requests are transparently intercepted by intermediate translucent proxy caches en-route to the origin server.

Proxies periodically calculate the expected number of requests per update period for every object, or for a volume
(set of objects). Depending on the number of requests per update period, proxies may subscribe to invalidation
or replication (see the Performance Optimization section). As the subscription travels to the origin server, an
intermediate translucent proxy en-route intercepts the subscription (unless the intermediate proxy is overloaded -
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in which case it lets the subscriptionpass through). On intercepting a subscription for invalidation, the intermediate
proxy will subscribe itself to such a service, which in turn may be re-proxied by yet another proxy. Note that it
is possible to limit this recursion by adding a hop-count field to the subscription, which gets decremented at each
proxy. Once the counter hits zero, no other proxy will intercept it.

In the case where an invalidation (I) subscription arrives at a proxy, the proxy is forced to subscribe itself, unless
of course it is already subscribed to I, or to Replication (R)- since RimpliesI. In the case where an R arrives at a
proxy, it must subscribe to R, if it is not already subscribedto R. As we will see later, one may order mechanisms, in
the increasing order V, I, R. If a child proxy finds a certain mechanism optimal, then a parent must,at least, use that
mechanism. This assumes that children proxies are self-regulating as per SPREAD’s optimal control policy. This
will be discussed in a later section. Thus when a child proxy subscribes to I or R, all proxies on the path to the origin
server are also automatically subscribed toat leastthat mechanism. Invalidations and replications themselves
travel in the opposite direction. When an object is updated at the origin server, the server sends invalidations
and/or replicas to proxy caches that are subscribed to I or R.Proxy caches that receive invalidations or replicas will
themselves propagate the invalidations or replicas to children subscribed to I or R at the next tier. The process is
repeated until the invalidationor document replica arrives at the edge proxy. Thus strong consistency is maintained.

3.1 Leases

Subscriptions have leases associated with them. On expire,a subscription must be renewed. These leases are set
large enough so that repeated subscriptions do not overburden the network. At the same time, they are not so large
that proxies commit themselves so far into the future when the changing statistics of the request and update rates
suggest another mechanism. This is an implementation issue, that we do not discuss further.

3.2 State Information

Parent Proxies need to keep state information about the Children Proxies that are subscribed to invalidation or
replication. However, the amount of state information required to keep track of subscribed Children Proxies is
negligible compared to the disk capacity needed to store objects. Objects are usually subscribed and unsubscribed
infrequently, and therefore, the amount of processing required is very small [24]. In addition, if multicasting is
used, the load and state information at parent proxy caches is very small since only one object copy needs to be
distributed to a set of Children Proxies. To further reduce the load and the state information, objects can be grouped
into volumes at the cost of a coarser granularity for optimization and control. Here, a whole volume is invalidated
or replicated instead of an individual object.

3.3 Reliability and Load Balancing

To ensure strong consistency even in the case of proxy cache failure, Parent Proxies periodically sendheart beats
to their Children Proxies. When a Parent Proxy dies, Children Proxies set the corresponding objects that the parent
was responsible for as stale and re-send subscriptions towards to the origin server. The next (alive) proxies in
the path to the origin servers then pick up the new subscriptions and become the new parents. This mechanism
makes SPREAD reliable against even under catastrophic outages. A failed proxy or link, gracefully degrades the
performance of SPREAD, without corrupting its correctnessand guarantee of strong consistency.

Alternately, when a new proxy surfaces, it joins SPREAD incrementally. While existing subscriptions are not
disturbed (since they are tunneled using TPOT to the existing parent), new subscriptions and Web requests that it
sees can be proxied. Existing subscriptions also ultimately get re-proxied once their lease expires.

SPREAD automatically redistributes the load among its proxy caches, since every proxy cache is only responsible
for those objects for which it sees requests, and then again only to its children. A last resort for an overloaded proxy
server, is simply to stop intercepting any new Web requests and subscriptions, effectively going intoinvisiblemode
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for all future services.

4 Optimizing SPREAD

To develop an appreciation for why and how SPREAD may optimize its performance, consider the scenario shown
in Figure 4. An object is considered hotter than another if itis requested (read) more times than its is updated or
modified (written).

Figure 4: Cold, Warm and Hot objects.

Imagine that we want to minimize bandwidth consumption. Forobjects that are so cold, that every request appears
after one or more writes/updates of the object, invalidations are useless, since every new object request sees a
new object update. Replication, on the other hand, wastes even more bandwidth since objects are replicated on
every write though they are rarely requested. In such a situation, it appears that client validation is probably the
best policy. Note that what is important is the relative frequency of reads to writes. Objects that are hot, are
objects for which there are one or more reads per write. In such a situation, replication is always preferred to client
validation. Validation suffers from the problem that the second and future reads in an update/write interval will
each require anIf-Modified-Sincepoll, even if the object has not changed. The poll consumes bandwidth and causes
additional delays. While invalidation performs better than validation, invalidation also wastes some bandwidth due
to invalidation messages that perform no constructive function when compared to replication. Indeed, as we will
see more rigorously later, invalidation is optimal for warmobjects whose frequency of reads/requests is on the
same order as the number of writes/updates. Note that in situations where not all three mechanisms are supported
by the origin server, SPREAD will simply choose the best fromwhat is available.

4.1 Analytical Model

We now build a mathematical framework to investigate how onemight formulate the problem of deciding which
mechanism to use for a given object. Since these choices willbe made at each proxy, the issue of how a proxy
estimates the various parameters relating to an object is animportant one. These estimation issues will be dealt
with in later sections.

We start with the case of an Edge Proxy that sees requests for some arbitrary object. We will extend our analysis
to the case of an Intermediate Proxy (not just an Edge Proxy) in later sections. We assume that requests for the
object from all the clients connected to an edge proxy cache are Poisson distributed with average request rate�. The assumption of Poisson arrivals is a reasonable one [7],[3]. We also assume that objects are updated
either periodically in a deterministic fashion, or randomly in an exponential distribution. This assumption will be
discussed in a later section (Section 4.2). The average update period is denoted�.
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We denoteN to be the number of requests for the object per update period from all clients connected to the Edge
Proxy. In the case when the object is updated periodically, the probability that there is at least one object request
per update period from an Edge Proxy is then given by:PrfN > 0g = 1� e����
Note that�� is the average number of requests per update period�.

When the object is updated exponentially, the probability that there is at least one object request per update period
from an Edge Proxy is given by: PrfN > 0g = � ��� ��+ 1
To determine whether to use validation, invalidation, or replication, caches need to estimate the average number of
requests per update period on a per-object basis. To calculate the average number of requests per update period,
caches need to estimate i) the average request rate of an object and ii) the average update period of an object.

To estimate the request rate of an object, Edge Proxies can use the access logs from client access. The problem
of estimating the request rate for an intermediate proxy is more involved (since it may not see direct hits from
clients), and is discussed in Section 4.5. It is of course possible for Edge Proxies to inform intermediate proxies
about their request rates (and in fact this was our initial design), but as we shall see later one can do without such
communication.

4.2 Estimating Update Rate

Proxy caches that are subscribed to invalidation (I) or replication (R) for an object, see all updates, and can therefore
estimate the update rate in a straight-forward fashion. However estimating the update period of an object that uses
validation (V) is more complex. Since the proxy can only inspect theLast-Modifiedtime of an object when it
is requested, information on updates that are never requested are lost. However, proxies can use the difference
between the time of a request (or Date field) and the Last-Modified time, to infer the average update period of an
object if they know the probability distribution of object updates.

We should point out that headers such as the ”Expires” headerwhich explicitly provide consistency information,
cannot be used here for two reasons. First, our own study of the Web and those of others have shown that most
cacheable documents have their Expires headers at a value that effectively makes the TTL zero anyway. Further,
such protocol headers (even when non-zero) do not provide realistic values for update rates, since, these headers
only need to provide a lower bound. In other words, a documentwhose TTL is set to 10 seconds (via an Expires
header or some other metadata) may update itself after 10 days, and yet be perfectly in line with the HTTP protocol.

Previous work on the distribution of object updates suggested that objects are approximately updated randomly
following an exponential distribution or periodically [6]. However, these results were performed with client traces
that did not see all server updates. To better study the distribution of object updates we polled different sites once
every minute for a period of 10 days, recording the last-modified-time stamp of the object on every poll. Then we
calculated the update period of an object as the time difference between two different last-modified-time stamps.
This experiment gave us the real update pattern of an object within a resolution of one minute. Our results confirm
the ones presented in [6]. We found that there are a large number of Web sites that update their information
periodically, e.g. every 15 or 30 minutes. However, we also found a large number of Web sites that update their
Web sites randomly following an exponential distribution.In Figure 5 we present the distribution of object updates
for two different news sites. We clearly see that the distribution of object updates in both sites approximates an
exponential distribution.

Note that Proxy Caches can easily determine if an object is updated periodically or is exponentially distributed by
studying the variance of object updates. Once they have determined if the object is updated periodically or expo-
nentially, they can use the time difference between object requests and the last-modified-time stamps to estimate
the average update period [11].
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Figure 5: Distribution of object update intervals. 10 day logs. Servers are polled every minute.
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Figure 6: Estimation of the average update interval as a function of the number of samples

Figure 6 shows how rapidly the estimate of the average updateperiod converges with the number of samples. Each
sample measures the time difference between every request and the last-modified-time, and computes a simple
average. We observe that after 200 samples, the estimate of the average update period converges to 600 seconds in
Figure 6(a), and 1500 seconds in Figure 6(b). This warm-up time is small enough to make such estimators viable.

4.3 Optimizing Bandwidth

Next, we compute the bandwidth usage by each mechanism to deliver up-to-date content. We define the bandwidth
usageB as the average number of bytes consumed per update period� in a proxy’s link.

Let So be the actual size of a Web object. LetSh be the size of an HTTP header, which is considered to be the
same as the size of an IMS request. LetSi the size of an invalidation message.

The bandwidth usage per Web object for validationBV , invalidationBI , and replicationBR can be easily shown
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to be: BV = PrfN > 0g � So +E[N ] � ShBI = PrfN > 0g � (So + Sh) + SiBR = So
Note that in our analysis we have assumed that the object has no max-age or expires header set by the server. In a
situation where the server would set a max-age or an expires header different than zero, the analysis would need to
be modified accordingly, though the qualitative results of our paper would still hold.
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Figure 7: Bandwidth usage

Figure 7 shows the bandwidth usage of validation, invalidation, and replication depending on the average number
of requests per update period� � �. The values forSi, Sh andSo are representative of what is typical for the
Web today. For objects with few requests per update period, replication wastes a lot of bandwidth compared to
validation or invalidation, since the object is preloaded into the caches even when it is not requested by the clients.
On the other hand, validation and invalidation have a low bandwidth usage since the object is only fetched into the
caches when it is requested by a client. For a large range of values for� �� from about 0 to 1 requests per update
period, validation uses slightly less bandwidth than invalidation since every request finds a new object update and
therefore the overhead of IMS requests to the origin server is almost zero. For values above about 1 requests
per update period, replication does well, trailed by invalidation, which suffers because of the extra invalidations
that are sent out. Validation works poorly, due to the fact that every request generates an IMS request which is
typically much heavier than an invalidation. Figure 7 showsthat the mechanism that consumes the least bandwidth
is different in different regimes of� ��, and that the order in which the different policies are optimal is V, I, and
R as� �� increases.

4.4 Switching Thresholds

Let the switching thresholds between V and I, and I and R, be denoted byThV I andThIR respectively. Table 1
shows the thresholds to switch among the different policiesat an edge proxy.

From Table 1 it is easy to prove that for all reasonable valuesof Si, Sh andSo, we have the property that:ThV I <ThIR. Further, since� increases as one moves closer to the origin server, we have the property that at any level of
the hierarchy if a given mechanism is optimal for a proxy, it must beat leastgood for the parents above. That is:
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Perspective ThV I (req per update period)ThIR (req per update period)

Edge Proxy (Deterministic Update Period)
q2�SiSh ln(So+ShSh )

Edge Proxy (Exponential Update Period)
Si+pS2i +4ShSi2�Sh So�SiSh+Si

Table 1: Thresholds to switch between validation and invalidationThV I , and between invalidation and replicationThIR� if a proxy finds V optimal, then its parent may find V, I, or R optimal.� if a proxy finds I optimal, then its parent may find I, or R optimal.� if a proxy finds R optimal, then its parent will find only R optimal.

By the above result, if a proxy subscribes to a certain policy, it must also be in its parent’s best interest toat least
have that policy in place. Therefore it always makes sense toproxy subscriptions on behalf of a child proxy. This
clearly validates SPREAD’s design model, even if by serendipity.

4.5 Estimating Request Rate at an Intermediate Proxy

As we discussed earlier, estimating the request rate of an object at an Intermediate Proxy may be complicated
because it does not see direct hits from clients. However, weargue here that given the observations of the previous
section, this can be substantially simplified by breaking down the possibilities into two cases.� Case 1: Ifany of the children are in the R state, then, the parent proxy is also in the R state and cannot

go to I until all of its children unsubscribe from R. No decision need be made by the proxy, and therefore
estimating request rate is not essential. (Note that when the last child proxy unsubscribes from R, we can
seed the estimator with the estimated request rate from thatchild to beThIR� ).� Case 2: In this case, children proxies are in the I or V state. For those in the V state the estimation of the
request rate is straightforward, since the proxy sees all the requests (HTTP GETs or IMS requests). For
proxies in the I state, the request rate may be computed in a more sophisticated fashion. Here, the proxy
estimates the time interval between an invalidation and theimmediate following request. For both exponen-
tially distributed and periodic (deterministic) update periods, we may compute an estimate for the request
rate from that child proxy using standards results for residual life from the area of Renewal Theory [4]. For
reasons of space we omit a lengthier discussion.

4.6 Latency

In this section we investigate the latency experienced by the clients when validation, invalidation, or replication
are used. Lettos be the transmission time of an object when it is retrieved from the origin server. Lettpc andtcc
be the transmission time of an object when it is transmitted from the Parent Proxy and from the Children Proxies
respectively. LetRTTos be the round-trip-time between the origin server and any proxy cache. The expected
latency experienced by a client depends on the tree level where the object is hit. LetL be the number of links
traversed to find a object. In this section, we consider a simple two-tier caching hierarchy, however, the analysis
can be easily extended for a different number of cache tiers.The exact calculation of the probability distribution
function ofL can be found in [20] and has been omitted due to space limitations. Given the distribution ofL we
can calculate the expected latency experienced by a client for validationTV , invalidationTI , and replicationTR
as: TV = Prfl = ccg � (tcc +RTTos) + Prfl = pcg � (tpc + RTTos) + Prfl = osg � tos
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TI = Prfl = ccg � tcc + Prfl = pcg � tpc + Prfl = osg � tosTR = tcp
To consider real values for the latency, we analyzed 10 days of logs on the local proxy at Eurecom, which is
connected to a caching hierarchy through a Parent Proxy. We averaged the latencies during the 10 days of the trace
to obtain the following values:� Transmission time from the local proxy:Tcc = 117 msec,� Transmission time from a Parent Proxy:Tpc = 585 msec,� Transmission time from the origin server:Tos = 1183 msec,� Round-Trip-Time to the origin server:RTTos = 300 msec.
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Figure 8: Expected Latency

We considered the case of a caching hierarchy with64 children caches and a single parent cache. Based on these
values Figure 8 shows the latency experienced by a client forvalidation, invalidation, and replication. Using
replication, clients always experience small latencies since the Edge Proxy always has the object replicated to it.
This, as we have seen earlier, may be extremely wasteful of bandwidth. As the number of requests per update
period increases, the probability of finding an object at proxies closer to the client increases, thus, reducing the
latency experienced. Invalidation offers better latencies than validation since client requests do not need to contact
the origin server every time. However, for invalidation to provide similar latencies as replication, the number of
requests per update period needs to be very high (i.e. approx. 100 requests/update period). For such popular
objects, using invalidation to reduce client’s latency is not the best option since replication generates slightly less
traffic in the network (see Figure 7), providing very small latencies forall receivers.

4.7 Multicast Extensions

In this section we consider the case when the network supports multicasting. If multicasting is available, Parent
Proxies may decide to multicast invalidations and replicasto their Children Proxies instead of sending them via
unicast. For validation, objects and IMS messages are distributed via unicast. For invalidation, the actual object is
fetched via unicast by the Children Proxies, however, invalidation messages are multicast to all proxy caches. For
replication, object updates are pushed via multicast from the parent proxy cache to all Children Proxies.
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The decision to use multicast or unicast depends on the multicast gainG = CmcCuc , that is the multicast costCmc
divided by the unicast costCuc, which is a function of the network topology, the number of Children Proxies and
their location. Several studies have shown that the multicast gain in a wide range of network topologies can be
approximated byG=M�0:2, whereM is the number of receiving proxies [18]. Therefore, it is enough for a Parent
Proxy to know the number of subscribed Children Proxies to estimate the multicast gain and therefore decide
whether to turn on multicast or not.

The bandwidth usage in the network of validationBV , invalidationBI , and replicationBR to deliver one byte
from a Parent Proxy to the Children Proxies with multicast is:BV = PrfN > 0g � So �Cuc +E[N ] � Sh � CucBI = PrfN > 0g � (So + Sh) � Cuc + Si � CmcBR = So � Cmc
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Figure 9: Bandwidth usage with multicast enabled

To study the effect of a multicast distribution we analyze the case where the network connecting the Parent Proxy
with itsM children proxy caches is a fullO-ary tree with heightH [19] (a full O-ary tree has proved to be a good
model for network topologies, providing very realistic results [16]). In Figure 9 we present the bandwidth usage
inside the network for validation, invalidation, and replication when multicast is enabled.

Comparing Figures 7 and 9 we observe that the relative performance of validation is not modified since validation
does not benefit from the fact that multicast is enabled. We also observe that the relative performance of invalidation
is slightly smaller since invalidation messages are now multicasted. For replication, the bandwidth savings are very
high, since the cost of replication is small. Of course, the multicast gain depends on the network topology and the
number of receivers; however, even in the worst case a multicast distribution performs no worse than unicast, and
the relative performance of validation, invalidation, andreplication would then be the same as the one in Figure 7.

5 Trace-driven Simulation

Based on the switching thresholds calculated in Section 4.4, we now perform a trace driven simulation to get a
feel for how SPREAD will behave in a real-life setting. To that end, we analyze log traces from one access node
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(POP) at AT&T Worldnet (Bridgeton) over a period of 10 days, collected in May 1999. The total number of
requests in the trace is roughly 10 million. From the logs we extract all the cacheable requests that contain last-
modified information. We then extract objects of type text/html and image/gif to study how the control algorithm
we use in SPREAD will perform. These two object types constitute an overwhelming majority (over 90%) of
the accesses. For every single object in the log-file we estimate the average request rate and the average update
period. To calculate the average update period we use the average time difference between every request for the
same object and the last-modified-time, which is the averageupdate period in the case of exponentially distributed
update periods, and is equal to the half of the average updateperiod for periodic updates. In reality, a SPREAD
proxy would continuously monitor the request and update rates; however, using the average update period during
the trace was a suitable approximation for the purpose of oursimulation study.

In Figure 10(a) we show the distribution of objects of type text/html that have a certain number of requests per
update period. We see that most objects have a value which is concentrated between10�4 requests per update
period and104 requests per update period.
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Figure 10: Distribution of requests per update period� �� .

Combining the results presented in Figure 10(a) and Table 1,we can calculate the percentage of objects that would
use validation, invalidation, or replication to minimize the bandwidth usage.

Table 2 shows the percentage of objects requiring every scheme in the case of periodic updates, and the value of
the switching points in terms of requests per update period (ThV I andThIR) for a sample HTML document of
size 10KB.

Perspective Threshold (req per update period) V I R

Bandwidth (Periodic) ThV I=0.7,ThIR=3.6 18.4% 19% 62.2%
Bandwidth (Exponential Distribution) ThV I=0.55,ThIR=29 16% 52% 32%

Table 2: Percentage of objects that require validation (V),invalidation (I), and replication (R). Periodic and Expo-
nentially distributed Updates

From Table 2, we see that in the case of periodic updates, 19% of the objects would require invalidation to minimize
bandwidth usage, and 63% would require replication. In the case of exponentially distributed update periods we
also calculated the percentage of objects that would require each scheme, and see that the percentage of objects
that would require invalidation increases to 86%.
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In the Optimization section, we calculated the bandwidth usage in a proxy’s link for a single document with varying
requests per update period� ��, and the average client’s latency for a simple two-tier cache hierarchy. Next, we
calculate the total average bandwidth usage and the expected latency for validation, invalidation, replication, and
SPREAD. We sum up the bandwidth used byall objects, and scale the bandwidth we obtain per update period- to
per second - by dividing the result by the object’s update period�.

Table 3 summarizes the results for bandwidth usage, and the corresponding client latency.

Perspective V I R SPREAD

Bandwidth (KB/sec) 1.6 5.3 803 1.4
Client Latency (sec) 0.58 0.28 0.11 0.26

Table 3: Bandwidth consumption and resulting Latency for validation (V), invalidation (I), replication (R), and
SPREAD for HTML documents. Periodic Updates.

From Table 3 we see that the bandwidth needed to deliver all documents with validation is quite small since most
of the documents in the trace have few requests per update period. Invalidation, on the other hand, has a higher
bandwidth usage than validation, since invalidation messages are sent for documents that are never requested.
Replication has the highest bandwidth usage since all documents are being replicated, and many are not requested.
SPREAD, has the minimum bandwidth usage since proxies automatically select validation, invalidation, or repli-
cation to optimize bandwidth. The benefits in terms of bandwidth of SPREAD compared to validation are not
very high since there are not many hot documents in the trace that produce a large number of IMS requests (the
bandwidth usage of validation would be much higher in the case of more popular documents). However, the la-
tency experienced by the clients with SPREAD is about half the latency experienced with validation. Even though
SPREAD is not optimized to minimize latency we see that the latency offered by SPREAD is smaller than for val-
idation or invalidation. As SPREAD proxies subscribe to invalidation or replication to minimize bandwidth usage,
the latency reduces, since the origin server is not contacted so often. Of course, replication has the lowest latency
at the cost of high bandwidth usage. We have also calculated the same parameters than in Table 3 for the case of
exponentially update periods, and the results for exponentially update periods do not differ much from those for
periodic updates.

Next, we also study the case for objects of type image/gif (see Figure 10(b)). GIF objects tend to change less
frequently, and therefore the number of requests that a GIF object receives before it is updated is much higher
than for HTML objects (Figure 10(a)). Table 4 shows the totalbandwidth usage by GIF objects using validation,

Perspective V I R SPREAD

Bandwidth (KB/sec) 7.6 2.4 72 1.6
Client Latency (sec) 0.45 0.14 0.11 0.12

Table 4: Bandwidth consumption and resulting Latency for validation (V), invalidation (I), replication (R), and
SPREAD for GIF images. Periodic Updates.

invalidation, replication, and SPREAD. From Table 4 we see that validation performs worse than it does for HTML
documents, since validation results in a higher number of IMS queries to the origin server (since GIFs see more
requests per update). Replication performs better than it does for HTML documents for the same reason. This also
causes SPREAD to improve on invalidation much more than it did with HTML. As before, we see that though
SPREAD is tuned to optimize bandwidth, it has an average latency which is very close to that achieved with
replication.

Finally, in Table 5 we add the total bandwidth usage and calculate the average latency for text/html and image/gif
objects to see how the various schemes perform. We see that the bandwidth savings and the reduction in latency for
SPREAD compared to validation, invalidation, and replication are much more relevant than for either text/html or
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Perspective V I R SPREAD

Bandwidth (KB/sec) 9.2 7.7 875 3
Client Latency (sec) 0.49 0.18 0.11 0.16

Table 5: Bandwidth consumption and resulting Latency for validation for validation (V), invalidation (I), replica-
tion (R), and SPREAD for HTML documents and GIF images. Periodic Updates.

for image/gif objects alone. That is, while one of the mechanisms may be suited for one type of object, e.g. valida-
tion to reduce bandwidth usage for text/html or invalidation for image/gif, SPREAD does well overall, distancing
itself from the other mechanisms when a mix of objects are considered.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we introduced SPREAD, a new architecture for content distribution. SPREAD uses a network of prox-
ies that automatically configure themselves and make autonomous decisions on how to maintain cache consistency.
They dynamically choose between client validation, serverinvalidation and replication to optimize bandwidth us-
age. One key component of SPREAD is that it uses a new class of Transparent proxies called Translucent proxies.
Translucent proxies can be cascaded and networked togethertransparently, without requiring them to be placed at
focal points in the network.

SPREAD is also showing promise as a base platform for a large set of other wide-area applications for which
self-organization, scalability and robustness are important. To explore this further, we are currently pursuing the
use of SPREAD for reliable multicast and, for broadcasting content.systems.
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